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Abstract
We answer some questions about the existence of graphs with a given endotype posed in
B*ottcher and Knauer (Discrete Math. 109 (1992) 45–57). All de8nitions and needed terminology
can be found there and for brevity they will not be repeated here. All results have been obtained
by computer calculations.
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We give examples of graphs G with endotypes 5a, 8a, 9a, 9, 13a and 25 where as
before a means that G is asymmetric, i.e. Aut(G)=1. The table has the same structure
as the table in [1]. By E, H , L, Q, S and A we abbreviate endomorphisms, half strong
endomorphisms, locally strong endomorphisms, quasistrong endomorphisms, strong en-
domorphisms and automorphisms, respectively. The numbers below the respective letter
show the cardinality of the endomorphism set of the given graph and the endotype is
a binary coding of the sequence of “=” and “ =” between the above six letters. The
graphs are given by the upper triangle of their adjacency matrix, lines written consec-
utively, separated by commas.
In addition to the above-mentioned endotypes we also present new examples for
endotypes 13, 21 and 29 which have less vertices than the examples given in [1],
where now the example of endotype 21 is minimal with respect to the number of
vertices.
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We note that there exist 28 graphs of endotype 5a with 10 vertices, the one given in
the table with 22 edges is also minimal with respect to the number of edges. Graphs
with endotypes 5a or 8a with less than 10 vertices do not exist.
For endotype 25 we use, as in [1], the notation 9a+16. This denotes the join of the
graph of endotype 9a given before with the following graph of endotype 16:
Similarly for endotype 29 we have the join 21+8 where we use the graph of endotype
21 given before with the graph of endotype 8 given in [1] which has the form
We remark that the formulation of Proposition 2.5 in [1] should have been: For
every monoid M there exists a graph X such that M ∼= HEnd(X ). Here HEnd(X )
denotes the set of half strong endomorphisms of X . This formulation is clearly meant
in the proof sketch in [1].
Endo Explicit form and cardinality of the Graph
type classes
5a E = H = L = Q = S = A
401 385 385 1 1 1 111110010, 00111011, 1110100,
101100, 00000, 0010, 101, 01, 0
8a E = H = L = Q = S = A
49 49 49 49 1 1 001011011, 01110011, 0010111,
001110, 01111, 1101, 101, 10, 1
9a E = H = L = Q = S = A
369 361 361 361 1 1 111011100001,11111010110,
1100011101, 000101110,
11100111, 1011011, 111100,
11101, 1110, 111, 11, 0
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9 E =H = L =Q = S = A
514 498 498 498 2 2 111011101001, 11111010111,
1100011101, 000101110,
11100111, 1011011, 111100,
11101, 1110, 111, 11, 0
13a E =H = L =Q = S = A
5833 5761 5761 1441 1 1 111111111010, 01011111111,
1101110111, 1101110111,
001001101, 11110111, 0011111,
010110, 11101, 0111, 111, 01, 1
13 E =H = L =Q = S = A
166752 164448 164448 864 96 96 110111011101, 01011111111,
1111111110, 110111011,
11110111, 1111111, 011101,
11011, 0110, 111, 11, 1
21 E =H = L =Q = S = A
256 244 244 4 4 2 0001111000, 001111000,
11010111, 0010110, 001111,
11001, 0011, 100, 01, 0
25 E =H = L =Q = S = A
7364 7220 7220 7220 20 4 9a + 16
29 E =H = L =Q = S = A
210096 207504 207504 144 48 24 21 + 8
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